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ABSTRACT

Institution: Mississippi State University
Major Field: Geosciences
Major Professor: Dr. Renee M. Clary
Title of Study: Evaluation of the effects of Hurricane Sandy on the concrete armor units
on the Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater
Pages in Study 80
Candidate for Degree of Master of Science
The Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater, Cleveland, OH, rehabilitation was
completed in 1980. The easternmost 4,440ft (1,341m) was armored with 29,741 two ton
(1,814kg) dolosse, slender concrete armor units (CAU) used on coastal structures since
1964. The armor structurally failed within 33 years, a relatively short life for CAU
structures. This thesis re-examines the monitoring data from rehabilitation to failure to
investigate the deterioration of the armor layer up to the Hurricane Sandy related storm
event and includes new information to correlate the remnants of Hurricane Sandy to
dolos armor damage that was significant enough to require a new rehabilitation. Probable
causes of dolos failures at Cleveland include underdesign, forcing stresses, settlement, ice
pressure, continuous surface wave action and extreme storm events. The conditions
during the Hurricane Sandy 100-year storm event included a 2 to 3ft (0.6 to 0.9m) storm
surge, significant wave heights of 17.4ft (5.3m) and 9.2sec significant wave periods.
Post-storm monitoring reinforced the acceptance that most, if not all, new significant
dolos damage was the result of the remnants of Hurricane Sandy, resulting in areas of

catastrophic armor unit failure along the 1979-1980 dolosse rehabilitation section of the
Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
General Objectives and Scope
This research will document the progressive deterioration of the Cleveland Harbor
East Breakwater dolos armor units from their placement in 1980 until the armor damage
rates necessitated the need for a major rehabilitation. The goal is to provide a history of
the events leading up to the research focus areas to include relevant background
information and descriptions of damage incurred on the dolos section of the Cleveland
Harbor East Breakwater at Cleveland, Ohio.
The dolos section of the Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater has been fairly well
monitored and documented by the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), but
never captured into a comprehensive final document that identifies the geoscientific
factors that lead to the structural failure of the 1980 rehabilitation. The progressive
deterioration of the dolos armor units, along with Hurricane Sandy related 100-year storm
conditions in 2012 eventually led to the U.S. Army Engineer, Buffalo District (LRB)
decision to completely rehabilitate this portion of the Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater.
Research objectives specific to the Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater dolosse section
will:
1. Analyze reasons for dolosse damage
2. Document types and locations of dolosse damage at Cleveland
1

3. Correlate Hurricane Sandy remnant storm conditions to dolos armor failure
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
Introduction to Harbors and Breakwaters
Harbors have long served civilization for protection of navigable boats and ships
utilized for recreational, commercial, and military functions. Harbors can be either
natural or artificial. Most early harbors utilized geographical formations such as
peninsulas, lagoons, and deep coves. Breakwaters were eventually added to supplement
the natural protection (Coastal Engineering Manual [CEM], 2011).
Breakwaters are defined as wave energy barriers designed to protect any landform
or water area behind them from the direct assault of waves (Shore Protection Manual
[SPM], 1984). Breakwaters have historically been constructed with a variety of materials
and construction practices, but the primary means in the United States is of a rubblemound section with quarried armor stone encasing underlayers and core material (SPM,
1984). In its most simple form, a breakwater is composed of a core, underlayer(s), and
armor. A cross-section can be seen in Figure 2.1. The Coastal Engineering Manual (2011)
further defines each. The core is the inner, less permeable portion of the breakwater,
often constructed of quarry run. An underlayer is an intermediate layer (or layers) of
material that serve as a filter to prevent fine materials from washing through the voids of
the armor. Armor is the outer layer of relatively large quarrystone or concrete units
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shaped and selected to fit specified geometric characteristics and density. The armor is
usually of uniform size and usually large enough to require individual placement.

Figure 2.1

General cross-section of a rubble-mound breakwater

(Coastal Engineering Manual, 2011)
The earliest known artificial harbor was recently discovered in Egypt on the
western coast of the Gulf of Suez (Tallet and Marouard, 2014). Wadi el-Jarf Harbor, at
4500 years old, predates all other known artificial port structures by approximately 1000
years based on information provided by Carayon (2012) and Franco (1996).
Concrete Armor Units and Dolosse History
Purpose of Armor Units
The type of armor and manner of placement is largely determined by wave
conditions, the functional purpose of the structure, probability and consequences of
failure, and associated costs. The vast majority of breakwaters are armored with
quarrystone. However, there are instances where it is more feasible to use concrete armor
units (CAU). Reasons for CAU use may include costs, unavailability of adequate
quarrystone, or environmental factors which would exclude the use of stone as an
adequate armor protection (e.g., depth, hydraulic stability). CAUs were first introduced in
4

1840 at Alger, Algeria in the form of concrete blocks (Tanimoto and Goda, 1992). A
general cross section can be seen in Figure 2.2. In this case, the use of concrete blocks
instead of quarry stones allowed for a steeper slope and reduced construction costs.

Figure 2.2

Cross-section of Alger Breakwater

(Tanimoto and Goda, 1992)
Concrete armor units were used rarely and developed very little until the middle
of the 20th century when the first formulas for estimating armor unit weights required for
rubble-mound breakwaters were published. In 1933, Spanish professor D. Eduardo de
Castro provided the first known empirical formula for breakwater design, but it was
found to be inadequate and rejected by harbor engineers (Magoon and Davidson, 1995).
The first breakwater design formula accepted by the engineering community was
published in 1938 by fellow Spaniard engineer Ramon Iribarren Cavanilles (Hudson,
1974). The Hudson formula (1958) was developed to determine the stability of armor
units on rubble-mound breakwaters is the most widely recognized empirical stability
model (Melby, 1999)
5

where

𝑊𝑊 = 𝐾𝐾

𝛾𝛾𝑎𝑎 𝐻𝐻 3

3
𝐷𝐷 (𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 −1) 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃

(2.1)

W = weight of armor unit
γa = specific weight of armor unit material
𝘏𝘏 = design wave height at structure toe

KD = tabulated empirical stability coefficient
𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 = specific gravity of armor unit material

θ = seaside angle of armor slope relative to horizontal

Hudson’s formula was based on laboratory physical model tests and could be

modified to produce a corresponding stability number, used to accurately determine the
armor unit parameters.
These advances in coastal engineering allowed for advances in CAU design
beyond simple blocks. Laboratory physical model tests between 1940 and 1951 and the
development of various shaped CAUs allowed Hudson and others to improve upon the
early formulas. Shape and placement variations allowed for steeper breakwater slopes,
important in making CAUs more economically feasible.
Research continued to evolve and improve design criteria. With a better
understanding and measurable metrics, CAU designs evolved into many different sizes
and shapes. Some examples can be seen in Figure 2.3. Innovations in CAU design
continue today.
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Table 2.2

Examples of concrete armor units

(Coastal Engineering Manual, 2011)
Dolos Armor Units
The focus of this research is the dolos (plural dolosse) armor on the Cleveland
Harbor East Breakwater, located on the southern shore of Lake Erie in Cleveland, OH.
The dolos was invented in 1963 by a South African Harbor Engineer, Eric M.
Merrifield, after he observed extensive storm damage to 37-41-ton (22679.68kg)
rectangular concrete block armor on the East London, South Africa harbor breakwater.
Merrifield speculated that armor damage would not have been as severe with enough
porosity within the armor layer to dissipate waves. He set forth to design a new armor
unit that was interlocking, had a high void-to-solid ratio, and could be easily
manufactured. According to Merrifield (1966, p 887), “The name refers to the knuckle
bones of a sheep or goat, used by children as toy oxen in the old trek (pioneering) days”,
and also to the small bones used by African witchdoctors for divining. The name “dolos”
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is an Afrikaans term for this knucklebone. The shape of the knucklebone and the
resulting dolos design is of an “H” with one arm twisted 90o (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3

Various views of a dolos armor unit

(U.S. Army Corps of Engeneers, 2014)
Dolosse were first used in 1964 at East London Harbor to replace breakwater
sections of 37-41-ton (33,566-37195 kg) rectangular block armor. The dolosse were
18ton (16,329kg). Zwamborn, et al. noted in 1980 that the dolos section was still in
satisfactory condition, while parts of the breakwater without dolosse had further
8

deteriorated. Much of this breakwater section is still functioning today, though damage
has accumulated over more than 50 years these units have been in service. As recently as
2009, Tulsi and Phelps noted that 32.5% of the 3,458 18-ton dolosse installed had been
damaged. This high number was largely attributed to the fact that the dolosse were placed
directly over existing, random 35-ton block. These blocks, larger than the dolos armor,
would have created an unstable foundation for dolosse placement.
Dolosse are used in coastal environments throughout the world. They maintain
their basic original design, but vary in such factors as size, concrete strength and curing,
geometrical modifications for increased strength (e.g. waist ratio, intersection fillets, and
chamfers), and reinforcement through the use of rebar, rails, or fiber (Lugar, et. al, 1994).
Dolos design and failure will be discussed more in Chapter 3.
Overall, the armor units seem to have accomplished Merrifield’s objective of
more economical solutions for breakwater and shore protection works. The dolos armor
unit was never patented. Merrifield (1966) stated that he wished to have dolosse benefit
humanity.
History of Cleveland, Ohio and the Cleveland Harbor Breakwater
The Beginnings of the City of Cleveland, OH
Cleveland was founded in 1796 with a survey that laid out a square and two main
streets on a plateau of the eastern bank of the Cuyahoga River, near the southern shore of
Lake Erie (USACE, 1946). The global positioning satellite (GPS) coordinates of the
square center, today known as “Public Square” are: 41°29'58.71"N; 81°41'37.17"W
(Google Earth Pro, 2018). A location image is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4

Location of Cleveland, OH

(Google Earth Pro)
The settlement (and later city) was named after General Moses Cleaveland, an
investor in the Connecticut Land Company. The spelling was gradually changed to
“Cleveland” as we know it today. Cleveland became part of Ohio after it was admitted to
the union in 1803 (Miller and Wheeler, 1996). Settlement was slow due to a variety of
factors, some of which included malaria, as a result of stagnant water as the Cuyahoga
River changed course, conflicts with “frontier” groups of traders, the high cost of
moving, and poor roads to connect it to other parts of the state.
In the 1820s and 1830s, the construction of the Erie Canal and the Ohio Canal
connected the lake, city, and middle Ohio to the Atlantic Ocean, increasing the access to
Cleveland for both travel and trade. This increased the population from 600 to 9000
people (United States Army Engineer District, Buffalo, 1946). Between 1850 and 1870,
10

the arrival of railroads connecting with Cleveland accompanied the canals as freight
routes. By the late nineteenth century, Cleveland, OH had become a major industrial city,
important for its coal, iron ore, steel manufacturing, and the emergence of John D.
Rockefeller’s Standard Oil Company (Miller and Wheeler, 1996).
Construction and Maintenance of Cleveland Harbor
The need for a harbor was realized early in the development of Cleveland. The
first efforts began in 1827 by constructing a 225 ft long (68.6m) dam across the mouth of
the Cuyahoga River. In 1828, crude piers and a 300 linear ft dike (levee) were
constructed using stone-filled timber cribs, which are square or rectangular encasements
used to contain fill material, such as sand, stone, and concrete. Timber cribs were
commonly used in early harbor structures in the United States and are still utilized today.
Figure 2.5 shows typical timber-crib structure construction used at the Cleveland Harbor
Breakwater in 1897. Figure 2.6 shows an example of the construction of a timber crib
used in modern times.
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Figure 2.5

Workers sinking timber crib at Cleveland Harbor in 1897

(Smith, 1987, Plate no. 5)
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Figure 2.6

Modern timber crib before placement

(Memorial University of Newfoundland, 2007)
The dikes and piers were modified, extended, rebuilt, and improved upon until
their completion in 1901 (Figure 2.7). In 1876, the breakwater system began with 333
linear feet (101.5m) of west breakwater constructed of wooden piles with a superstructure
of wood cribs, both filled with stone (Smith, 1897). These are shown in Figure 2.8. Over
the next 24 years, the original east stone-filled timber crib breakwaters sections “X”
(Figure 2.09) and “Y” (Figure 2.10) were constructed in 1910 and subsequently topped
with a stone superstructure replacement, which was completed in 1926. The easterly
17,970 ft (5477m) of the east breakwater, sections D (Figure 2.11) and P (Figure 2.12),
originally completed in 1915, were armored with laid-up stone. The east and west arrowhead breakwaters were completed in 1909 (Figure 2.13). By 1915, the current footprint of
13

the Cleveland Harbor was completed to include a collective length of 30,017ft (9149m)
of breakwater structures encompassing the harbor and 3,042ft (927m) of pier structures at
the mouth of the Cuyahoga River. Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show the harbor layout.
Between November 1961 and November 1962, five “P” sections of the east
breakwater, totaling 1,700ft (518m) were rehabilitated using original construction
methods. General breakwater repairs were made during the years of 1927, 1928, 1930,
1932-34, 1936-40 and 1946-78 (USACE, 1979). In 1963 and 1979, portions of the west
breakwater were rehabilitated to restore the concrete cap to its original height and install
new armor stone.
Section designs and supplemental information obtained from Bottin (1988).

Figure 2.7

Cross-sections of the West and East Piers

(Bottin, 1988)
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Figure 2.8

Cross-section of early West Breakwater section with concrete
superstructure

(Bottin, 1988)

Figure 2.9

Cross-section of “X” sections of the East Breakwater

(Bottin, 1988)
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Figure 2.10

Cross-section of section “Y” of the East Breakwater

(Bottin, 1988)

Figure 2.11

Cross-section of “D” section of the East Breakwater

(Bottin, 1988)
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Figure 2.12

Cross-section of “P”, the easterly 4400ft (1341m) of the East Breakwater

(Bottin, 1988)

Figure 2.13

Cross-section of Arrowhead Breakwater sections

(Bottin, 1988)
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(Cross, 2014)

Figure 2.14
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Cleveland Harbor Layout

Figure 2.15

Cleveland Harbor satellite imagery

(Google Earth Pro)
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Cleveland Harbor is maintained as a deep draft harbor with navigable channel
depths of 25-29 ft (7.6-8.8m) in the outer harbor and 18-27 ft (5.5-8.2m) in one mile of
the Cuyahoga River. Some of the major stakeholders include the Cleveland, Cuyahoga
County Port Authority, Burke Lakefront Airport, ArcelorMittal steel and mining, the U.S.
Coast Guard, Lake Carriers’ Association vessel operations, and Cargill salt mining. As
of 2016, it was ranked 45th in the United States in tonnage with 12.4 million tons
(11,249.1 million kg) of materials shipped and received (USACE NavData Center, 2016).
In addition to providing safe navigation for lake freighters, the system protects extensive
waterfront development, including the Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame, Cleveland Browns
Stadium, the Great Lakes Science Center, eight cargo docks, two tour boat operations,
three marinas, and berthing for a maritime museum (USACE (2014a).
1979-1980 Major Rehabilitation of the Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater
The eastern section of the east breakwater had been breached at several sites by
1979 and was no longer functioning at its design level of protection (Pope, et al. 1993). A
major rehabilitation was begun on the easternmost 4,400ft (1,341m) of the east
breakwater in 1979 and completed in 1980. This section of the breakwater falls between
stations 230+00 and 274+00. Stations divide the breakwater into 10ft (3.05m) sections.
The rehabilitation included the placement of 29,471 two ton (1,814 kg) unreinforced
dolosse (Bottin and Mohr, 1994) on the head and lakeside of the breakwater. According
to the U.S. Army Engineer District, Buffalo (USACE, 1979), the dolosse were chosen
based on three criteria:

20

•

Design considerations obtained from the Shore Protection Manual
(USACE, 1977), which was at the time, the most recent United States
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) guidance on coastal engineering
problems,

•

The USACE Waterways Experiment Station Miscellaneous Paper H-74-2
(Hudson, 1974)

•

Projected lower costs.

At the time of design, dolosse were considered to have the highest stability
coefficient and lowest cost of all concrete armor units (Pope, et al, 1993).
The dolosse section (Figure 2.16) was constructed to a design crest elevation of
+10.3 ft (+3.14 m) low water depth (lwd) 1 and a crest width of 10 ft (3.05 m). Side slopes
for both lakeside and harbor side were 1V (vertical):2H (horizontal), with the exception
of the head which was flattened to a 1:2.5 slope in an attempt to maintain stability (Figure
2.17). Two layers of dolosse armor were deposited in a random, but interlocking
placement density of 161 dolosse per 25 linear feet (7.64m).

1

lwd (low water datum) is an approximation to the plane of mean low water that has
been adopted as a standard reference. The lwd at Lake Erie is 569.2 ft (173.5m) is based
on the International Great Lakes Datum, 1985 (IGLD85) zero reference point at
Rimouski, Quebec.
21

Figure 2.16

Cross-section of the breakwater trunk of the 1979-1980 dolos section
rehabilitation

(Cross, 2014)

Figure 2.17

Cross-section of the breakwater head of the 1979-1980 dolos section
rehabilitation

(USACE, 2014)
Within two years of the initial dolosse placement, the breakwater head was
severely damaged during a storm in April 1982, when approximately 65 dolosse were
22

washed away (Pope, et al, 1993). An undetermined amount of movement and breakage
was also noted along the trunk. Hindcast wave data, the use of historical data to calculate
characteristics of waves that probably occurred during a specific time, (further discussed
in chapter 5) indicated wave events exceeded a 50 year occurrence and water levels at 6
year occurrence (Pope, et al. 1993). The design event was a combination of 20-year wave
and 10-year water level (Bottin and Mohr, 1994). The peak wave height at deep water
was identified at 14.8ft (4.5m), with a peak wave period of 10 seconds based on the
hindcast data available at the time. The water level during this storm was 5.51ft (1.7m)
low water datum (lwd). The Wave Information Studies (WIS) station number used for
these data was not provided. Hindcast technology has since been updated and a review of
the closest four WIS stations show the actual April 1982 peak wave height and peak
wave period to have been 12.4ft (3.79m) and 8.35 seconds respectively (WIS, n.d.).
Interestingly, a storm in January 1982 showed a higher peak height of 13.8 ft
(4.2m) with a wave period of 8.14 seconds (Table 2.3). However, the January storm was
from the west and the head would not have been as exposed to the wave conditions.
Table 2.3 identifies the top five hindcast storm events of 1982. Figure 2.18 shows the
locations of the WIS stations relative to the Cleveland, Ohio.
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Table 2.3

Hindcast largest storm events of 1982

Month and Year

WIS Station

Peak Wave
Height

Peak Wave
Period (sec)

Angle

January 1982

92068

13.8 ft (4.2m)

8.14

277

April 1982

92071

12.4 ft (3.79m)

8.35

5

April 1982

92069

12.3 ft (3.74m)

8.33

7

April 1982

92070

12.1 ft (3.68m)

8.34

5

April 1982

92068

11.9 ft (3.63m)

8.31

7

(Information obtained from WIS, 2018. Maximum values highlighted in yellow)

Figure 2.18

WIS gage locations relative to Cleveland, OH
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Repairs were made in October, 1982 by adding 200 two ton (1,814 kg)
unreinforced dolosse and a subsequent physical model study was conducted by Markle
and Dubose (1985) for design improvements. The tests suggested that two ton (1,814kg)
dolosse were under designed for the Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater. Four ton
(3,628kg) dolosse were considered marginally acceptable up to design conditions of 13.4
ft (4.1m) waves at a still water level (swl) 2 of +4.9ft (1.5m).
During the winter months of 1986-1987, several strong storms and higher than
average lake levels caused the disappearance of nearly all dolosse from the breakwater
head. Dive inspections later revealed a large number of dolos fragments washed below
the water surface. (Pope, et al, 1993).
Hindcast data from Driver, et al. (1991) revealed the largest storm of the winter
was on April 4, 1987, resulting in deep water wave heights of 11.2ft (3.4m) and a peak
period of 8.3 seconds. Wave heights of 8ft (2.4m) or more from a north-northeastern
direction continued for nearly 12 hours (Driver, et al, 1991). Two other large, long
duration storms were recorded; one in February from the north and another in April, 1987
from the northeast. Though the storms were not as severe as the 1982 storm, the damage
was greater. It was suggested at the time the duration of the storm could be as important
as the incident wave heights when considering dolosse damage. Prolonged rocking of the
armor units is suspected of causing the greatest damage in 1987 (Pope et al, 1993).
Repairs were made in May, 1987 by adding a total of 234 dolosse four ton (3,628kg) steel
reinforced dolosse to the breakwater head, based on the results of the Markle and Dubose
(1985) physical model tests. This repair increased the total number of dolosse used on the
2

swl is the surface of the water if no wave or wind action were present
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Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater up to 1987 to 30,175. However, 65 known dolosse
were removed by the 1982 storm and the 1982 repair additions were lost to the
underwater slope and lake bed during the 1986-1987 winter season storm damages. Since
the total number of missing dolosse was undetermined and not counted as part of the
broken dolosse inventory, the May 1987 additions could simply be seen as replacements
for the total number of dolosse lost from the East breakwater head.
The damages recorded on the breakwater head during 1982 and 1987 storms were
believed to have been amplified due to internal wave reflection from the solid, vertical
walled lighthouse base (Pope, et al, 1993). The breakwater head remained relatively
stable after the May, 1987 repairs. Figure 2.20 shows the breakwater head after the winter
of 1986-87 with most dolosse missing.
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Figure 2.19

Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater head damage following the 1986-1987
winter storm season

(Bottin and Mohr, 1994)
Since 1987, 81 new 4 ton (3,628kg) dolosse were known to be added along the
trunk to repair damage and bring it back to the correct elevation (Bottin and Mohr, 1994).
Bottin, et al. (1995) noted that the 4 ton (3,628kg) dolosse used to repair the Cleveland
East Breakwater head appeared to have remained stable. Monitoring reports do not
indicate any new dolosse added after 1993. Table 2.4 outlines the details of all known
additions of dolosse to the Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater.
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Table 2.4

Dolosse added to the Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater

Date

Location

Number of Dolosse

Dolos Weight

1979-80

Eastern 1314 m
(4400ft) Sta 230+00
to 274+00

29,741

1,814 kg (2 ton)

Oct 1982

Around East Light
(breakwater head)

200

1,814 kg (2 ton)

May 1987

Around East Light
(breakwater head)

234

3,628 kg (4 ton)

May-June 1991

Trunk Sta 234+00 to 61
237+00

3,628 kg (4 ton)

June 1993

Around East Light
(breakwater head)

20

3,628 kg (4 ton)

Nov 1993

Trunk Sta 245+00 to 20
246+00

3,628 kg (4 ton)

Dec 1993-Present

Trunk Sta 253+00 to undetermined
254+00

3,628 kg (4 ton)

(Bottin and Mohr, 1994)
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CHAPTER III
MONITORING OF THE CLEVELAND HARBOR EAST BREAKWATER DOLOS
SECTION
Overview and Purpose of Long-Term Monitoring
LRB and the USACE Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC)
monitoring of the dolosse section of the Cleveland Harbor Breakwater has resulted in a
fairly well documented set of damage results. Budget and access difficulties have
prohibited continuous monitoring, but detailed snapshots in time have provided
information to help understand the performance of this type armor unit when exposed to
site-specific environmental conditions. This section will focus on locations and types of
damages observed during the long-term monitoring of the Cleveland Harbor East
Breakwater dolosse section.
The ERDC has been involved in monitoring efforts of the dolosse section of the
Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater periodically since they were first used at this location
in 1980. The Monitoring Completed Coastal Projects (MCCP) program was established
in 1981 to advance coastal engineering technology based on project monitoring. The
inclusion of the Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater rehabilitation monitoring plan was the
first project selected for this program, initially planned for a period of November, 1980
through September 1983. It was expanded to September, 1985 after the April 1982
storms mentioned in Chapter 2. This was a natural fit for this program as it was the first
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location on the U.S. Great Lakes to include dolosse. It utilized comprehensive monitoring
methodologies to include time-lapse photography, above-water targeted armor unit
movement surveys, wave and water level data collection, underwater surveys with both
divers and side-scan sonar imaging, and walking inspection broken dolosse inventories.
Broken dolosse inventories were recorded in June and November, 1980; April and
November, 1981; May, 1982; April and October, 1983; April, 1984; and August, 1985
(Pope, et al., 1993).
The MCCP program was expanded during the late 1990s and renamed the
Monitoring Completed Navigation Projects (MNCP) Program. “Periodic Inspections”
was the name of the work unit carved out of the program to provide long-term monitoring
of the structural responses of various selected coastal structures based on the unique
design features of each. The work unit was intended to provide long-term and less
comprehensive monitoring, focusing on low-cost remote sensing techniques, limited
ground-truth surveys, and broken armor unit inventories during less frequent monitoring
intervals. The ultimate goal was to improve the design performance of coastal structures
specific to their environmental conditions. The Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater was
one of the six initial projects within the Periodic Inspections work unit (Bottin, 1997). As
the name implied, the ERDC periodically conducted damage assessments of the
Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater after the comprehensive MCCP rehabilitation
monitoring program at Cleveland had ended in 1985. Walking inspections were
conducted a total of six times during a period of June 1993 to October 2013, an average
frequency of 3.3 years. Of these six, only four (1993, 2006, 2012, and 2013) included
broken armor unit inventories.
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Baseline conditions for the work unit at Cleveland were established during a
period of July to October, 1993 with the use of photogrammetry, aerial photography, a
limited ground truth survey, and a walking inspection broken dolosse inventory (Bottin et
al., 1995). The ERDC site visit frequency and monitoring methods were based on a
balance of priority needs and available funding for each site within the Periodic
Inspections work unit.
In October 1997 and 2004, general walking observation inspections were
conducted. These inspections documented observable inspections, documenting overall
breakwater structural defects such as loss of crest width or elevation, voids, and bridging.
With little obvious new damage, broken armor units weren’t counted (Bottin and
Tolliver, 1999 and Bottin, et al. 2005).
In June 2006, October 2012, June 2013, and September 2013, detailed walking
inspections were conducted to include aforementioned general observations and broken
armor unit inventories. The September 2013 inspection was a continuation and
completion of the June 2013 inspection.
Description of Dolosse Damage/Types of Breaks
The importance of monitoring and documenting dolosse armor unit damage was
shown through physical model testing when Markle and Davidson (1983) investigated
varying degrees of damage on the stability of dolos armor on rubble-mound structures
when subjected to their no-damage design wave conditions. The results showed that
uniform breakage exceeding 15 percent or cluster areas of 5 or more broken dolosse
endangers a structure by risk of: 1) exposed underlayer stone, 2) areas of single-layer
dolos coverage or 3) catastrophic failure. Large amounts of dolos breakage can cause a
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high degree of dolos movement and displacement. This leads to the structural failure of
individual units and ultimately the complete failure of the dolos protection. Specific to
the dolosse design, the slender central sections and long legs produce high stresses in the
central sections of the units. Once a dolosse is broken, there is less mass and stability
which can contribute to breaking adjacent units (Turk and Melby, 1995).
Beyond the design shape, Pope, et al. (1993) proposed several possible reasons
for dolos breakage on Lake Erie. The first is dolosse construction stress patterns possibly
due to mishandling during construction, low strength concrete, or improper curing
techniques. If the dolosse are cast and cured properly, there is a possibility of fractures
due to mishandling during transportation and/or placement on the structure. Once placed,
stresses can occur during the initial settling of the structure, magnified by wave induced
rocking and fatigue failures.
During the semiannual 1980-1985 broken dolos inventory counts, there was a
significantly higher number of breaks occurring between November and April than
during the summer months. Pope, et al. (2013) speculated that ice pressure and movement
may contribute to higher breakage rates during winters of ice accumulation (Figure 3.1).
This will be discussed more in Chapter 5.
The final reason listed for dolos breakage at Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater
was possible damage from debris and fragment impacts. The small size of the dolosse at
Cleveland would seem to be especially susceptible to impact damage, given that fragment
impact damage has been observed in dolosse as large as 30 ton (27,216kg) at
Laupahoehoe Breakwater, Hawaii (Myrick, et al, 2011).
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Figure 3.1

Ice conditions correlated to the number of broken dolosse identified in
individual surveys

(Pope, et al., 1993)
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Individual dolos breaks are identified by the location of the break(s) relative to the
position on the dolos. The center section of a dolos is referred to as the shank, while the
legs are called flukes. Dolos breaks are generally characterized and recorded as either
mid-shank, shank-fluke, or fluke-shank (Myrick et al., 2015). A mid-shank break occurs
when the shank is broken near the center of the dolos armor unit (Figure 3.2). A shankfluke break is where the shank is broken near one of the flukes (Figure 3.3). A flukeshank break is one where the fluke is broken near the shank (Figure 3.4). For the purpose
of armor break inventories, a crack is not considered a break unless it continues to the
other side of the dolos, but is usually noted for future reference.
Additionally, whether a break is straight or angled can help indicate flexure
(sometimes identified as “tensile”) or torsional shear failure. According to Melby and
Turk (1994), dolosse breaks are more often due to flexure stresses than torsional.
Flexural stresses would be forces applied to the flukes in all directions, whereas torsional
would be stresses/forces applied to the flukes in opposite directions perpendicular to
center axis of the shanks, resulting in twisting, torsional tensions. This is an important
consideration because if torsion and flexure are equally likely, reinforcement to dolosse
to resist torsional damage would dominate the cost of dolosse design (Melby and Turk,
1992).
Dolos damage also includes broken or worn fluke tips, but not considered a
structural defect until the damaged fluke is no longer viable.
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Figure 3.2

Example of a angled mid-shank break

(Glenn Myrick)
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Figure 3.3

Example of a shank-fluke break

(Glenn Myrick)
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Figure 3.4

Example of a fluke-shank break

(Glenn Myrick)
During dolosse casting, each unit is assigned a unique identification number,
which is stamped or etched into the end of each unit (Figure 3.5). Whenever visible and
relocatable, individual dolos units were located and documented for direct comparison to
previous inspections.
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Figure 3.5

Examples of dolosse identification numbers

(Donald Ward)
Examinations of general views of the breakwater (Figure 3.6) were also used for
direct comparisons to breakwater conditions of previous inspections. Dolosse damage
inventory data were documented most extensively during walking inspections via
photography, geospatial location, and detailed observational notes. Google Earth satellite
imagery, aerial images, and georeferenced photographs and video taken from USACE
boats were used to compliment the walking inspections.
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Example of general view comparisons

(Glenn Myrick)

Figure 3.6

CHAPTER IV
HURRICANE SANDY
Several causes of dolosse armor unit have been identified. Monitoring results will
show that the progressive deterioration of the armor layer of the breakwater had already
begun to compromise the integrity of the structure. The arrival of the remnants of
Hurricane Sandy resulted in 100-year storm conditions (WIS, n.d). Monitoring efforts
revealed significantly more damage to the dolos armor on the Cleveland Harbor East
Breakwater than documented during the most recent walking inspections prior to
Hurricane Sandy.
Cause and Formation
The following information on Hurricane Sandy’s formation and path (unless
otherwise noted) was summarized from a National Hurricane Center Report completed in
February, 2013 (Blake, et al. 2013).
As with many hurricanes that affect the United States along the Atlantic and Gulf
of Mexico, Sandy originated with a tropical wave that left the west coast of Africa on
October 11, 2012. Over the next couple of days, it was associated with an upper level
trough of the eastern Atlantic producing showers and thunderstorms, but no development.
On the 17th, the disturbance passed near a weak pre-existing disturbance in the
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Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) 3. The two disturbances converged and entered
the eastern Caribbean Sea on 18 October as only a disorganized weak convection. The
next day, the convection began to strengthen. Conditions were becoming more conducive
for development and a broad low-pressure area was developed a few hundred miles south
of Haiti while high pressure was present in the Gulf of Mexico and southwestern
Atlantic. By the 21st of October, the circulation of the low became well defined about
200 miles (322km) south of Jamaica. The next day, the low was upgraded to a tropical
depression and was given the name “Sandy”.
The development of Sandy as a named storm occurred about 300 miles (483km)
south-southwest of Kingston, Jamaica and this is the point most tracking maps mark the
beginning of what was to become the named storm, Tropical Depression Sandy. Only six
hours after the beginning of the development of the depression, Tropical Depression
Sandy was upgraded to a tropical storm. Slow development increased on the 23rd of
October and a middle- to upper-level trough over the northwestward Caribbean Sea and
Gulf of Mexico pushed Tropical Storm Sandy northeastward. Tropical Storm Sandy
became a hurricane around noon, October 24. The table below shows the wind speed
categories (using 1-minute average) for the storm definitions in the Northern Hemisphere.

3

The ITCZ is an area encircling the Earth near the equator where northern and southern
trade winds converge. Also referred to as the equatorial low, it is an area of hot, moist
ascending air. Precipitation is abundant in the ITCZ (Lutgens and Tarbuck 2010).
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Table 4.1

Tropical Cyclone Categories in the Northern Hemisphere

Tropical Depression
Tropical Storm
Hurricane
Major Hurricane

Maximum sustained winds of 38 mph (62km/hr) or less
Maximum sustained winds of 39 (63km/hr) to 73 mph (118km/hr)
Maximum sustained winds of 74 mph (119km/hr) or more
Maximum sustained winds of 111 mph (177km/hr) or more

(National Hurricane Center)
Path and Landfall
Hurricane Sandy, now with an intensity of 86 mph (138.4km/hr), moved north
and made landfall with southeastern Jamaica at approximately 1900 UTC on 24 Oct,
2012 near the community of Bull Bay. This would be the first of three landfalls and did
not significantly weaken the cyclone. After crossing Jamaica, Hurricane Sandy
intensified and moved toward Cuba. On 25 October, the maximum sustained winds were
estimated at 115 mph (187.1km/hr) as it reached landfall near the city of Santiago de
Cuba. The 5 hour crossing of Cuba weakened the storm and a southwesterly shear caused
the storm to slow and turn toward the northwest. By the end of the 26th, Hurricane Sandy
had weakened to tropical storm wind levels, but had doubled in size as it passed the
Bahamas. Now past the shear, the storm again strengthened into a hurricane by noon
UTC on the 27th. The path is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Path of Hurricane Sandy, 22-29 October 2012.

(Blake, et al., 2013)

Figure 4.1
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The hurricane continued on a northeasterly path for the next couple of days. By
the 29th, the storm encountered a blocking high pressure in the Atlantic, while a midtropospheric trough had dipped into the southeastern United States. These factors
prevented the hurricane from moving further out to sea and began to turn it north, then
northwestern toward the northeastern United States. Figure 4.2 depicts the anomalous
high (in red) and low (in blue) high heights relative to a 1948-2011 mean standard
deviation.

Figure 4.2

Mergence of high pressure system and the remnants of Hurricane Sandy

(Blake, et al., 2013)
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Cooler Atlantic water and a cold air mass over the eastern United States and the
Atlantic Ocean weakened Hurricane Sandy to a Category 1 hurricane in the evening
before making landfall. At approximately 2330 UTC, 29 October 2012, the center of
Sandy made landfall at Brigantine, New Jersey, just to the northeast of Atlantic City. At
the time of landfall, the minimum central pressure was estimated at 945mb, the lowest
ever recorded north of North Carolina in the United States. Wind intensity at landfall was
estimated at 81mph (130.4 km/hr).
The storm weakened as it made its way across southern New Jersey, northern
Delaware, and southern Pennsylvania. By the time it had reached northern Ohio, the
storm center had lost its definition. The final advisory warning was issued on October 31.
The remnants drifted north and northeast over the Ontario, Canada area before merging
with another low pressure system.
Storm Conditions at Cleveland, OH
A cold front causing severe rain and near hurricane strength wind gusts was
moving through northern Ohio about the same time Hurricane Sandy was making landfall
in New Jersey. The severity of storm conditions at Cleveland was intensified as this cold
front stalled and merged with the western edge of the remnants of Hurricane Sandy.
Wind gusts up to 68mph (109.4km/hr.) were recorded at the Burke-Lakefront Airport at
Cleveland Harbor and winds gusted to more than 60mph (96.6km/hr) for several hours.
Strong northerly winds caused a 2 to 3 ft (0.6 to 0.9m) storm surge along the south shore
of Lake Erie along with 15 to 20 ft (4.6 to 6.1m) waves (Herndon, 2012).
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CHAPTER V
METHODS FOR DATA COLLECTION PRE- AND POST-HURRICANE SANDY
Damage Assessments
Walking Inspection Methods
A walking inspection of the 4400ft (1341m) dolosse section of the Cleveland
Harbor East Breakwater was conducted less than two weeks prior to the remnants of
Hurricane Sandy passing the area. This inspection was done as part of the MCNP
program described earlier. The timing of this inspection provided a unique opportunity to
assess breakwater damage before and after such a major meteorological event.
Walking inspections are necessary in order to locate and document damage to
individual dolos units, along with sections of failure. As breakwater armor, dolosse are
placed randomly and in multiple layers, therefore other methods of monitoring are unable
to identify damaged units below the armor surface. Satellite and aerial images were later
used in post-processing to confirm damage positions and locations.
Only dolosse units above the water line were considered. Equipment used
included various high resolution cameras, handheld global positioning systems (GPS), a
tape measure, spray paint, notepads, maps and photographs from previous inspections.
To conduct the walking inspection, USACE team members were ferried to the
breakwater and dropped off near the breakwater head. Navigation through the armor units
is difficult and can be dangerous if the proper precautions are not taken. In order to
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minimize the risks and increase efficiency, team members were assigned specific
responsibilities. Detailed notes and station measurements were taken from the crest.
Station locations were measured and marked along the centerline of the breakwater from
east to west. Previous geospatial survey markers (Figure 5.1), fixed stone along the
concrete cap (Figure 5.2), and known aerial target locations (Figure 5.3) were used to
help ensure accuracy of measured station numbers.

Figure 5.1

Fixed survey markers along the breakwater crest

(Glenn Myrick)
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Figure 5.2

Fixed stones along the breakwater crest (looking east)

(Glenn Myrick)
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Figure 5.3

Aerial markers from previous monitoring

(Glenn Myrick)
After the stations were identified, damage assessment began at the head and
moved westward. Two members climbed the dolosse from the crest to the water’s edge,
covering both the surface and areas under the units to find and record damaged. Once a
damaged unit was located, it was sequentially assigned an inspection identifier number
and painted to indicate the unit and damage. When possible, the dolosse identifier
number associated with the construction of each unit was also recorded. This information,
along with the approximate location in relation to station number and distance from the
water’s edge and/or center line of the crest, was photographed and relayed to the person
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responsible for taking notes. The types of damage were also recorded as described earlier
in the Dolosse “Damage/Types of Breaks” section of this thesis. Another team member
would then record the geospatial location with a handheld Garmin Oregon model 550t
(later upgraded to the 650t) GPS. This GPS unit is also capable of taking lower resolution
georeferenced photographs. GPS measurements were limited to Wide Area
Augmentation System (WAAS) accuracy. Per Garmin, their WAAS-capable receiver can
give you a position accuracy of better than 3m (9.8ft), 95 percent of the time. In some
cases, damaged dolosse units were located in inaccessible areas, usually near the water
surface where algae accumulations and breaking waves on the dolosse inhibited climbing
or standing. In these cases, the team member took GPS points and photographs as close
as possible and the information was noted for correction during post-processing.
In addition to the individual broken armor unit inventory, general observations
were recorded. Obvious elevation losses, dolosse displacement, and voids were some of
the structural damages noted. Figure 5.4 shows USACE members conducting a walking
inspection.
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Figure 5.4

Walking inspection data collection looking north from the breakwater lee

(Dennis Rimmer)
Conditions prohibited the ability to conduct a walking inspection throughout the
winter. A return trip was conducted by members of ERDC and LRB from 23-29 June,
2013. The same procedures described about the 2012 walking inspection were used. The
slight differences were an upgrade to the GPS unit from the Garmin Oregon 550t to the
650t, additional support, and the addition of photographs and video from watercraft along
the entire dolosse section.
After returning from each walking inspection, Google Earth was used to adjust
the field collected WAAS GPS points to the satellite imagery of the individual armor
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units, thereby ensuring location accuracy. Oblique aerial images provided by LRB were
also used in post-processing accuracy checks.
BAT Images
The US Army Corps of Engineers Great Lakes Breakwater Assessment Team
(BAT) inspects all federal harbor structures within the Great Lakes. The BAT conducted
inspections of Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater on 12 June 2012 and 05 November
2012. As part of the inspections, sets of overlapping digital still photographs and video
were taken along the perimeter of the breakwater from a boat. The still photos were
georeferenced using GPS interpretative software (USACE, 2014a).
These data were sent to ERDC to assist with the post-Sandy damage assessment
and were the first images of new dolosse damage. Scrape marks, indicative of rocking
and other dolosse movement can be seen in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5

Post-Sandy BAT inspection

(USACE, 2012)
Great Lakes Ice Conditions
Ice loads seldom affect large coastal structures, such as breakwaters, since the
design wave loads are comparable to the maximum load pressure exerted by an ice sheet.
However, smaller individual armor units could be frozen into ice and displaced vertically
during ice accumulation at high water levels (Coastal Engineering Manual, 2011).
The possibility of dolosse damage due to ice was mentioned in Chapter 4. The
potential for ice damage during the winter of 2012, post-Hurricane Sandy, was
investigated to further narrow the causes of new damage.
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The U.S. National Ice Center Naval Ice Center (NAVICECEN) was established as
a result of an interagency agreement between the Naval Ice Center, the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the U.S. Coast Guard. The NAVICECEN
mission is to provide strategic, tactical, and operational ice products and services to meet
requirements of U.S. national interests and U. S. government agencies. Outside agencies
can obtain and interpret information of scientific value through their database portal. The
NAVICECEN derives their information from satellite imagery, aerial and ship
observations, and station reports (NAVICECEN, n.d.). Daily ice analysis maps of the
Great Lakes were created through their database portal tool revealed very low levels of
ice on Lake Erie during the 2012-2013 winter season, with no days of complete ice
coverage. Figure 5.6 shows the NAVICECEN ice accumulation map for 13 February
2013. This was the date of the thickest ice accumulation near Cleveland, OH during the
2012-2013 winter season.
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Figure 5.6

Ice accumulation levels for the Great Lakes on 13 February, 2012
Wave Data

Wave data were examined from two sources in order an attempt to identify
whether new damage was caused by the Hurricane Sandy related storm event; the Wave
Information Studies (WIS) program and the Great Lakes Coastal Forecasting System
(GLCFS). Lake levels were collected from the National Water Level Observation
Network (NWLON) station number 9063063 (Figure 5.7), located on the southeast end of
Cleveland Harbor. Both GLCFS and NWLON are part of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
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Figure 5.7

Daily mlw at Cleveland Harbor for June 2012 through October 2013

(Source: NOAA)
Great Lakes Forecasting System (GLFCS)
The GLFCS is a set of models that simulate and predict the 2-D and 3-D structure
of currents, temperatures, winds, waves, ice, and more in the Great Lakes to produce near
real-time forecasts of lake conditions (NOAA, n.d.). Their data portal can also be
accessed to examine archived predicted lake conditions. LRB examined the GLFCS for
the Hurricane Sandy storm event (Cross, 2014). This indicated the most severe predictive
storm conditions for Lake Erie were in the Cleveland, OH area (Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.8

Great Lakes Forecasting System wave height prediction for 30 October
2012

(Cross, 2014)
Wave Information Studies (WIS) for Hindcast Wave Conditions
The ERDC Coastal and Hydraulics (CHL) Wave information Studies (WIS)
Program generates long-term (20+ years) hindcast wave climatologies along all US
coastlines. Unlike a forecast, a wave hindcast provides past wave conditions. Hindcast
data are developed using high quality wind fields, which combine ground and satellite
wind observations, ice fields where appropriate, and the latest wave modeling
technology. Lake Erie Wave hindcasts near Cleveland Harbor currently have been
completed for the years 1979 – 2014 through the WIS program. As technology improves
and wave models evolve, the information is updated to provide the most accurate
information. LRB and ERDC investigated wave information at the closest WIS station,
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92070 (41.56° N, -81.76° W) to determine wave direction and severity. Wave data were
also examined from WIS stations 92068, 92069, and 92071 for consistency.
Figure 5.9 shows the hindcast average and peak wave heights for the year 2012,
confirming the Hurricane Sandy related storm event as the most severe of the year.
Significant wave height, expressed as Hmo, is an energy-based statistic equal to four times
the standard deviation of the surface elevations. Peak wave period, expressed as Tp, sec
is defined as the period associated with the maximum energy in the wave spectrum
(SPM, 1984).
Figure 5.10 provides the distributions of duration and occurrence versus wave
heights for 2011-2013, further illustrating the severity of Hurricane Sandy storms when
compared to other years.
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Figure 5.9

2012 WIS hindcast wave heights and periods

(Wave Information Studies, n.d.)
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2011-2013 daily wave height duration and occurrences for WIS hindcast station number 92070

(Wave Information Studies, n.d.)

Figure 5.10
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WIS information was also used to determine the wave direction. LRB (Cross,
2014) divided mean wave approaches in to three class angles; class 1 (greater than 30
degrees to the right of the shoreline, class 2 (within 30 degrees to either side of the
shoreline) and class 3 (greater than 30 degrees to the left of the shoreline). The annual
maximum wave heights were ranked and assigned an exceedance probability based on
the Weibull relation. The Hurricane Sandy related storm wave approach was from the
northeast (class 1) with a very low probability of occurrence (Figure 5.11).
The Weibull relation is:
P = m/(n+1)*100
Where:

P = exceedance probability in percent
m = rank
n = number of values (years of record).
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Figure 5.11

Wave approach angle classes and frequency probability

(Cross, 2014. Hurricane Sandy related conditions circled in red)
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS OF MONITORING
A general count of total above-water breaks and corresponding water levels are shown in
Figure 6.1. The dotted line indicates the average mean surface water level, referenced to
IGLD 85, during the time of broken dolos inventories. The actual yearly water level
during the period of 1980-2013 was slightly lower at 571.3ft (174.1m), IGLD 85. It is
important to correlate the water levels to the inspection dates, as this helps explain some
of the patterns during the later years of monitoring. When water levels are lower, more
units are above water and counts tend to be higher. The water line, with breaking waves,
is also the area found to have the most breaks. Higher water levels hide many of the
broken units. The earlier inspections between 1980 and 1984 showed a relatively steep
pattern of breakage. It is believed that this pattern was a combination of settlement during
and after dolosse placement, severe storm conditions in April 1982 and potential ice
damage creating uplift prior to dolosse settlement. By 1985, the rate of breakage had
slowed considerably and by the next walking inspection in 1993, new breakage was
minimal (excluding the 1986-87 head replacement). It is possible that the 1993 counts
were somewhat artificially low because this date had the highest water level of any of the
other inspection dates. The next walking inspection did not occur until 2006. The water
level was near the average and breakage counts were shown to have only increased 29%
over the 13 year period.
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Cumulative dolos break counts and swl during periodic walking inspections

The dashed line indicates the average swl during inspections; X indicates the swl during each inspection

Figure 6.1
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However, the 2006 breakage cumulative total breakage counts were at 12% of the
total number of above-water dolosse, to include the 101 extra added to the trunk for
repairs. This number was nearing the 15% (1361 total for Cleveland Harbor East
Breakwater) mentioned in the Markle and Davidson (1983) report and clusters of five or
more are already prevalent.
Even considering the breakage threshold for failure, the 2012 counts are possibly
artificially high with such a low water level. If the water level would have been higher,
the line chart trend could have been expected to have remained gradual until reaching the
15% total breakage, rather than significantly increased. The post-Hurricane Sandy counts
in 2013 are likely low. The impact of the storm was obvious. New settling, impact marks,
rotated or flipped dolosse, and a total of 128 confirmed new broken dolosse were
observed. Many dolosse were simply gone, having been broken and washed away, but
missing dolosse were not counted in the broken dolos inventories. There is no way to
accurately account for the number of dolosse missing. Figure 6.2 illustrates new damage
attributed to the Hurricane Sandy related storms.
Additionally, the previously noted voids were much more defined post-Hurricane
Sandy. Three voids, numbers 1, 2, and 6, were considered catastrophic failures with
respect to no dolosse remaining in these areas to protect the inner core. Table 6.2 gives
the latitude and longitude numbers and station location for each of the voids. The
locations of new breaks and voids can be visualized in Figure 6.3. Pre- and postHurricane Sandy comparison images of void number 2 are shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.2

New breaks and displacement likely caused by Sandy related storms

(Glenn Myrick. Yellow stars indicate new damage attributed to Sandy)

Table 6.2

Location and station number of voids created by missing dolosse

(Table credit: Cross, 2014)
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Voids and new broken dolosse attributed to Hurricane Sandy

(USACE data incorporated into a Google Earth image)

Figure 6.3
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Void 2 comparison of 2012 and 2013 inspections

(Glenn Myrick)

Figure 6.4
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Worth noting are the areas of no breaks discovered during post-processing in
2013. With such extensive damage observed during the final walking inspection, it was
surprising to find 20-31ft (6.1-9.4m) gaps of no broken dolosse (Figure 6.5). Attempts
made to correlate near-structure bathometry, breakwater profiles, and wave direction to
these areas of missing damage were unsuccessful.

Figure 6.5

Small gaps of no broken dolosse

(USACE data incorporated into a Google Earth image)
WIS hindcast studies indicated the highest recorded peak wave heights during the
life of the 1979-1980 rehabilitation to have been on 30 October 2012 at 18.6ft (5.66m)
with long period waves of 9.5 seconds, exceeding a 100-year event (Figure 6.6).
Significant wave heights and periods are shown in Table 6.3 for all storms with wave
heights exceeding 11ft (3.35m) between the 2012 and 2013 walking inspections.
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Hindcast linear fit of the top 55 storm events

(Wave Information Studies)

Figure 6.6
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Table 6.3

Storms with wave heights greater than 11 feet from 25 September 2012 to
29 June 2013

(Table credit: Cross, 2014)
Figure 6.7 shows the wave directions correlated to Table 6.3. The WIS wave rose
also indicates the frequency of occurrence with regard to wave direction (longer bands
are more frequent). The wider areas of the bands represent larger significant wave
heights. Cross (2014) accurately noted that that all storms during the period between
walking inspections had wave heights considerably smaller than Hurricane Sandy related
storms and that Sandy, as a class angle 1 wave, was an extremely rare storm event.
Examination of nearby WIS stations yielded similar results.
LRB stated their belief that any new breakwater damage was due to the Hurricane
Sandy related storms (Cross, 2014).
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Figure 6.7

Wave directions of the largest wave heights between 2012 and 2013 ERDC
site visits
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
An intense monitoring of the Cleveland Harbor East Breakwater dolos
rehabilitation section between 1980 and 1985 indicated that the 2 ton (1,814 kg) dolosse
were under designed for the environmental conditions encountered. Laboratory tests in
1985 confirmed this hypothesis.
This thesis set forth to explore and reanalyze the information documented during
the relatively short period of structural performance for the dolos armor layer at
Cleveland Harbor and to attempt to correlate the storm events related to Hurricane Sandy
to the necessity for a new rehabilitation.
The gradual deterioration began almost immediately with the settling of the
interlocking dolos armor units after placement, as evident through broken armor unit
inventories and targeted aerial movement surveys. Excessive rocking and movement
caused by storm conditions and possible early ice displacement of dolosse began a slow
chain reaction of unraveling due to the reduction of mass and interlocking ability of the
armor.
Almost continuous short period breaking waves worked to erode and further
damage the armor units near the water surface, while intermittent storms, some exceeding
the design wave conditions twice caused the loss of dolosse on the head and began
creating voids along the trunk.
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The use of 4 ton (907.2kg) dolosse helped stabilize the breakwater head, but
laboratory tests indicated they were only marginally acceptable for the wave climatology
and they too began to break, though at a much lesser rate than the 2 ton (1,814kg) armor
units.
By the time the remnants of Hurricane Sandy arrived in late October of 2012, the
dolos armor had already deteriorated past the 15% breakage rate, such that it was at risk
for catastrophic failure. One lesson from this monitoring is that the actual percent of
breakage is an estimate at best and difficult to verify given varying water levels during
site visits and an inability to count individual units that are no longer there due to
breakage and complete displacement. Still, the breakage inventories are a good indicator
of the need for repairs and potential for failure.
The Hurricane Sandy related storm proved to be a 100-year storm with a 2 to 3 ft
(0.6 to 0.9m) storm surge, significant wave heights of 17.4 ft (5.3m) and 9.2sec
significant wave periods. These conditions were much more severe than any other
observed since initial dolos placement. The storm event hastened the already deteriorated
breakwater dolosse to catastrophically fail as defined as the removal of the armor layer in
areas along the structure resulting in areas of unprotected underlayer material. This would
have likely resulted in breaching of the structure and performance failure.
Attempts to correlate new damage to the storm were hindered by the inability to
immediately revisit the site due to weather conditions. This required further
investigations to narrow the likelihood of other causes of new damage. Ice condition were
analyzed and determined to not be a factor. BAT team boat photographs and examination
of scraping and color variations also provided sound evidence of new breaks and other
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damage. Finally, the use of WIS hindcast modeling to investigate the wave heights,
periods, and directions showed the approach angle of the October storms from the
north/northeast would directly impact the eastern section of the breakwater. Only one
other storm during the period between walking inspections and with a significant wave
height near wave design conditions approached from a similar wave angle and did not
contain the storm surge elevations experienced in October. This storm, in late December,
had significant wave heights of 6.2 ft (1.9m), less than that of Hurricane Sandy related
storms.
All things considered, there seems to be a strong correlation that most, if not all,
new damage was due to the effects of Hurricane Sandy.
The newest rehabilitation of the failed dolos breakwater section has been
completed. It was armored with 6 ton (5443.1kg) steel reinforced dolosse, placed directly
over the 1979-1980 rehabilitation remnants.
The continued usage of dolosse at the same location with the same environmental
conditions presents some intriguing research possibilities. Construction placement, the
increased size versus porosity, increased mass versus lesser weight, the impacts of steel
reinforcement, and further investigations into various wave conditions and bathymetry,
and concrete curing processes are areas for future research.
Additionally, there are endless options for monitoring. Technologies such as
drones, predictive models, and infrared imaging to detect microscale cracks are already
being utilized. The availability and content of internet-accessible scientific databases
continue to grow and improve. The use of graphical-user-interface (GUI) data
management tools such as WaveNet (Demirbilek, et. al, 2014) is consolidating and
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simplifying the use of such scientific databases. These provide a wealth of data for
researchers to interpret and apply to their particular needs. Intense and expensive
monitoring efforts can now be subsidized with lower cost, more effective technologies.
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